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When asked if I would like to share homily this morning, it registered with me right away that December 12th
(besides being the 3rd Sunday in Advent) is the Feast-day of Our Lady of Guadalupe falling on a Sunday. So, I
said ‘yes’ without even looking at the lectionary.
During my years leading music at Saint Edwards Catholic Church, I learned, as an English-only speaker, how to
provide music for bilingual masses using the traditional English choir along with two different mariachi-style
bands! Through that experience I also learned that the Feast-day of our Lady of Guadalupe ‘es mui
importante’. There's standing room only in the back foyer for that bilingual Mass at St Edwards right now, and
the large sanctuary is filled with families and children of all ages and colors.
Now, getting back to my saying ‘yes’ to this morning’s homily. Afterwards, I went to the Episcopal lectionary
calendar to preview the readings, fully expecting to find 12/12 listed as the day to honor Our Lady of
Guadalupe, but there is no such feast to be found! I'm sure that my mistaken impression was partly reinforced
by my observations of the two iconic images of our Lady of Guadalupe installed here in this building. That's
quite a bit of space devoted to a saint that doesn't have a proper feast day!
So with Mary I'm asking, ‘How can these things be?’ In my curious state I returned to get a closer look at the
inscription below the tiled mosaic image and confirm Juan Diego is there peering up from the corner. He
is. You can probably guess which angels were standing back there just waiting for my question. Yes, I hit the
jackpot with both Eleanor and Norm at once! One of the many things I love about this place is how a short
question can yield such a plethora of valuable information….and boy did I learn a lot just by asking, ‘How did
this get here?’
I understand during the ‘90s there was an increased migration of Mexican and Guatemalan families to
Shelton. Most of them were Catholic and became the core Hispanic community (now the majority
demographic group) at St Edwards. Since many families faced barriers to their sacramental and community
participation, an alternative welcoming home was found at St Davids during the years of Fr Don’s
ministry. Overtime, a vibrant multicultural and multilingual group was nurtured, encouraged and flourished.
Members of that group were responsible for obtaining from Mexico the grotto-like image of Our Lady which
was installed as the centerpiece in the hall where the Guadalupe feast day and liturgies were celebrated. The
other picture is prominent in the Choir Room. I love seeing how generously these gifts remind us of a time of
sacred overlapping with diverse communities. Although the group has since dispersed to other locations, the
gifts left behind tell a story of how this generous and hospitable community provided a safe landing place for
strangers along the highway for our God. They are beautiful reminders to us of how Our Lady of Guadalupe
has become the symbol of God's enduring commitment to justice and protection for the poor and oppressed.
Without retelling the legend of Guadalupe which dates from the mid-1500s, here's the punchline.
Little, humble and poor Juan Diego arrives by appointment with the Bishop in response to his demand for a
miracle to validate the wild and crazy story about a mysterious Lady who claimed to be the Holy Mother. It is
quite significant that she appears to Juan as a young and pregnant woman of color! Juan doesn't really know

what he is going to say or do to convince the Bishop of her story, but when he removes his cloak, dozens of
rare roses cascade to the Bishop's feet and the image of Our Lady of Guadalupe is emblazoned on the inside of
Juan’s cloak. This miracle converts the Bishop and also explains why Laurie McClanahan provided roses for
this morning's arrangements.
Our Lady's message for us to ‘generously meet the needs of others’ provides the obvious bridge to merge with
John the Baptizer. John’s riverside ministry was certainly not the first attempt at creating a beloved
community to serve as a landing-strip for God's peaceable kingdom. We can easily trace many common
elements that are shared between the dramatic stories of John the Baptizer and the final episodes in the life
of Moses. Here are some similarities to notice:
-Both stories involve crowds wandering the wilderness looking for new direction.
-There are snakes to contend with in both wilderness settings. John hints at this when he compares the
crowds of people to snakes wriggling away from danger.
-Both pilgrimming communities include common folk on the shores of the Jordan River.
-Neither Moses nor John the Baptist will live to see the fulfillment of the promises made to their followers.
It is somehow consoling to know there likely were disciples of John who transitioned to following Jesus to
become members of the early church as Luke described in Acts. I do believe those seeds were planted by
John's riverside ministry IN the Jordan River, literally.
So, how did John do that? That is, how did he fulfill God's ultimate calling for him to turn crowds of wandering
people into a welcoming highway for God? First he needed the followers to experience human equality as a
level playing field in the midst of diversity. ‘He admonishes that if anyone thinks that ancestry, ethnicity, place
of origin, language or any other status-marker or identity allows them to lord it over others or lets them off
the hook, John severs that notion at its root.’ (Audrey West commentary) This prompts each group to ask,
“What then should we do?” I notice how John does not prescribe prayers or the memorization of
creeds. Rather he demands something really tangible...like fruit. Give me evidence I can see and touch and
smell and sink my teeth into. He gives them specific things to practice while they are staying at the wilderness
commune to carry back as habits to their neighborhoods at home. Valleys are raised, mountains made low,
and equal members of the community all get to learn how to generously take care of each other as the
expression of God’s love.
I am wondering just now what the answers might be if the members of St Davids were all there as a group
asking the question, ‘What then do we need to do?’
Some will make the wilderness pilgrimage out of curiosity. They get dunked and leave, ready to face life with
fresh hope the very next day. Others need to camp out for a while; bathe in the Jordan and for an extended
time experience a way of life other than being an oppressor or an oppressed. Others are called to be John’s
disciples and to commit their lives to the ministry of his teachings and example.
I have enjoyed reading “Rabbi Jesus - an intimate biography” by Bruce Chilton. Research Professor Chilton
believes that John is the key to Jesus’ crucial missing teenage years. He uses scholarly research to weave a
narrative in which Jesus learned from John, disputed with him, and developed the ideas that would change his
own life and the course of religious history.
The broad highway for God’s progressive entrance into the wilderness of the world is a community in which
God is being daily discovered as Love in action. This Love is hidden among the common familial exchanges
that build mutual trust, meet needs, and express acceptance. Maybe John's orientation session to camp life
after baptism goes something like this. ‘Here's what God’s kingdom will look like while you're here: a level

ground of personal equality and loving service to others. This gives God's kingdom a foothold in the desert and
a highway for expansion into the world.’
Perhaps Jesus stayed with John's community for some years participating in the training, wisdom, and
experiences of life at John's Jordan commune. Perhaps this grand communal experiment provided an
attractive model and prepared fertile ground to receive the future seeds of church. Perhaps the church
continues to be the place where we all get to experiment with new ways for living out the manifold love of
God with each other. This is the place where we get to be a beloved community as visualized by Moses,
actualized by John, fulfilled in Jesus and today carried forth by the inspiration of our Lady of Guadalupe into
blessings for all at St David of Wales.
Amen

